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 ON THE TRANSFORMATIONS OF

 MEASURABLE SETS AND SETS WITH

 THE BAIRE PROPERTY

 It is well known (see, e.g., [1], p. 901), that if {zn}n€N is a sequence tending
 to zero and A C [0, 1] is a measurable set, then limn_^oo A(AA(A + xn)) = 0,
 i.e. the sequence of characteristic functions of the sets (A + xn) converges in
 measure to a characteristic function of the set A. In [4] it was shown that for a
 set Ac [0,1] with the Baire property the situation is even better: the sequence
 of characteristic functions of the sets (A + xn) converges to a characteristic
 function of the set A except on a set of the first category. Also in [4] one can
 find an example showing that for measurable sets the convergence in measure
 cannot in general be improved to the convergence almost everywhere.

 This paper is a continuation of [4]. We shall study the behaviour of the
 sequence of images fn(A) of a set A C [0, 1] when the sequence {/n}neN °f
 continuous strictly increasing functions converges uniformly to the identity
 function (id).

 Our first theorem together with its proof is completely analogous to the-
 orem 2 in [4]. However, we shall present it below because: it is short, it is
 published in Russian and there is a possibility that this Georgian journal is
 not easily available now.

 Theorem 1 If a set A C [0,1] has the Baire property and {/n}n€N is a
 sequence of continuous strictly increasing functions convergent uniformly to
 the identity function, then the sequence of characteristic functions of the sets
 fn (A) converges to a characteristic function of the set A except on a set of the
 first category.

 Proof. In the sequel 'e will denote the characteristic functions of a set E.
 The set A can be represented in the folowing way: A = (G U Y) ' Zì where G
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 is an open set and Y, Z are sets of the first category. Put

 oo oo

 P = Fr(G) UY U Z U
 n = l n = l

 where Fr(G) is a boundary of G. Observe that P is a set of the first category.
 We shall show that lim^oo Xfn(A){x) = Xa for each x G [0, 1] ' P. Indeed, let
 x £ ([O? l]'P)nA We have xa{x) = 1. Obviously x G G. Hence for sufficiently
 large n we have also x G fn{G). For all n, x ^ fn{Z), so for almost all n G N,
 X G fn{G)Ufn{Y)'fn{Z) = fn(A) and finally limn^oo Xfn(A) («) = 1 = Xa{x).
 Suppose now that x G ([0, 1] ' P) ' A. We have xa(x) = 0. Since x £ Fr(G)i
 we have x £ fn{G) for sufficiently large n. Also x £ fn{Y) for all n, so x £
 fn(G) U /n(Y) for almost all n G N. Then x i fn{G) U fn{Y) ' fn{Z) = fn(A)
 for almost all n G N, whence lim^oo Xfn(A){x) = 0 = Xa{x)-
 Now we shall study the case of a measurable set A C [0,1]. Recall that

 each increasing function / can be represented as the sum of an absolutely
 continuous increasing function g and a singular increasing function h. This is
 known as a Lebesgue decomposition of a function / (cf. [2], theorem 8.13,
 p. 357). We shall always suppose additionally that h( 0) = 0. The following
 lemma will be very useful in the proof of the main theorem:

 Lemma 1 Let f : [0, 1] - > M be an increasing continuous function and f =
 g + h its Lebesgue decomposition with g is absolutely continuous , h singular
 and h( 0) = 0. If B C{xG [0, 1] : - oo < f{x) = g'{x) < +00} is a measurable
 set such that À (B) = 1 and E = [0, 1] ' Bi then

 A (/(£)) = À (h(E)) = /*(1).

 Proof. It is well known that if some function F has a finite derivative on a

 measurable set D , then F(D) is also measurable and A (F(D)) - ID 'F'{x)'dx
 (see e.g., [2], theorem 8.7 p. 355 and theorem 8.10 p. 356). Hence X(h(B)) = 0.
 Then

 A(/i([0, 1])) = /i(l) - h(0) = /i(l) <
 A (h(B)) + X(h(E)) = A (h(E)) < A(A([0, 1])),

 so X(h(E)) = h( 1). To prove that X(f(E)) = '(h(E)) observe first that
 f(B) H f{E) = 0 and /([0, 1]) = f(B) U f(E ), so both sets are measurable.
 Further, from the absolute continuity of g and from the fact that A(£?) = 1 we
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 conclude that

 /(l)-/(0) = A (/([0,1])) = A (f(B)) + A (/(£))

 < J f'(x)dx + A (/(£■)) = J g'{x)dx + A (/(£))
 = A ( g(B )) + A (/(£)) = g(l) - <,(0) + A (f(E)) .

 Simultaneously, /(1) - /(0) = <7(1) -(7(0) + ft(l) so X(h(E)) = h( 1) < A (f(E)).
 Now let G D f(B) be an arbitrary open set. Then /_1(G) D =

 B. Also
 oo

 f~HG)= UK.»»).
 n = l

 where ( an,6n ) are components of f~1(G). Hence

 (oo 71 (J = 1 (a„, 6„) / ' ) = n (J oo = (oo (J (a„, 6„) ) = (J <K(an,6„)) 3 g{B) 71 = 1 / n = l

 It is easy to see that

 ^{9{an ) ^n)) - 9Ípn) ~~ <7(an) ^ /(^n) ~~ f{an) = ^(/((an > ^n)))

 for each n G N. So

 A(i(*)) < A^Q(an)6„)^
 oo oo

 = Eo>(M-<?M) < £(/(M-/M)
 n=l n=l

 = A(Ū (/M./(M)) < A(G).
 From the arbitrariness of G D f(B) we conclude that A(<7(£)) < X(f(B))

 and, we know that both sets g(B) and f(B) are measurable. Finally

 /(1) - /(0) = ff(l) - p(0) + /1(1) = A (g(B)) + A (h(E)) = A (f(B)) + A (/(£)),

 so A(A(i£)) > A(/(jE7)) , which ends the proof.

 Corollary 1 A (f' (x){B)) = fBf'(x)dx = fBg'{x)dx.
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 Theorem 2 Let {/n}n€N be a sequence of continuous increasing functions
 convergent uniformly to the identity function. Then lim^oo '* (AAfn(A)) =
 0 for every measurable set A C [0,1] if and only if for the sequences of terms
 {9n}nč N and {/in}neN from the Lebesgue decomposition of {/n}neN the follow-
 ing conditions are fulfilled:

 1 . limn-+oohn(') = 0 (i.e. {/in}n€N converges uniformly to 0 )

 2. the sequence {#n}neN consists of uniformly absolutely continuous func-
 tions (i.e. for each e > 0 there exists S > 0 such that for each n G N
 and for each finite collection of nonoverlapping intervals
 [ai, 6i], [a2, 62], ... , [ak,bk] contained in [0, 1] if £?=i (&< - a.) < S, then

 ^2i=lÌ9n(bi) - 9n(üi)) < £)•

 Proof. Suppose first that (1) or (2) is not fulfilled. We shall show that there
 exists a measurable set A C [0, 1] for which '* (AAfn(A)) does not converge
 to 0.

 Indeed, if (1) is not fulfilled, then there exists e > 0 and an increasing
 sequence of natural numbers {ram}m€N such that hnm( 1) > e for each m.

 Let Enm C [0, 1] be a set such that '(Enrn) = 0 and

 ^{hnm (Enm)) - hnm{l)

 (it suffices to take Enm = [0, l]'{aiG [0, 1] : - oo < fnmix) = 9nm(x) < °°})-
 Put A = U~=1 Efim . We have obviously A (A) = 0 and fnm{A) D fnm{Enrn)
 for each m (both sets are measurable), so

 A (fnm(A)) > A (fnm(EnJ) = A (hnm(Enm)) > 6,

 whence '(AAfn{A)) does not converge to 0.
 Now suppose that (2) is not fulfilled. It means that there exist £o > 0 such

 that for each positive integer m there exist nm and a set Im being finite union
 of nonoverlapping intervals such that A(/m) < 1/m and A(^nm(/m)) > £q. It is
 not difficult to observe that a sequence {nm}m€N diverges to infinity. Choose

 an increasing sequence {mp}p€N such that YlpLi ÎÇT < if* ^ = U^=i ^ mp •
 We have A(A) < ^ and

 A(/nmp(^4)) > A (frimpilrrip)) > A {gnmp{^mp)) >£0,

 so '*(AAfnmp(A)) > for each p G N, whence '*(AAfn(A)) does not
 converge to 0.

 Suppose now that (1) and (2) are fulfilled. Fix e > 0. Let S > 0 be a
 number associated with e /4 in (2). Let C be a finite union of disjoint intervals
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 such that A (.A AC) < min(i, |). For each positive integer n we have

 AAfn(A) C (j4AC) U (CA /„(C)) U (f„(C)Afn(A))
 = (AAC) U (CA/„(C)) U (fn(CAA)) .

 Since {/n}«e N converges uniformly to the identity function we conclude
 that there exists ni G N such that for n > n' we have A(CA/„(C)) < f .
 Let Bn = {i € [0, 1] : -oo < f'n(x) = g'n(x) < oo} and En = [0, 1] ' Bn.

 We have

 A* (/„(CAA)) < X(fn((CAA)nBn)) + '*((fn(CAA)r'En))

 < j &(x)dx + '(fn(En))
 J(CAA)r'Bn

 = f 9n{x)śx + X(fn{En))
 J(CAA)r'Bn

 By Lemma 1 we conclude that À (fn(En)) = X (hn(En)) and since g is
 absolutely continuous, we have

 [ g'n(x) dx = X(gn(CAA) D Bn).
 J(CAA)nBn

 Since '((CAÁ) D Bn) < J, from the uniform absolute continuity we obtain
 easily A(^n(CAA) fl Bn) < Let n 2 E N be such that hn( 1) < | for n > n2
 Then for n > we have

 '{fn{CAA)) < '{gn(CAA) n Bn )) + A (hn(En)) <£ + £ = £

 Finally for n > max(ni, 712) we obtain '* (AAfn(A)) < ! + ! + § = £, whence
 limn^oo '*{AAfn(A)) = 0.
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